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STABILO power felt pen Medium Multicolour 24 pc(s)

Brand : STABILO Product code: 280/24-01

Product name : power

24 colours set, 2 mm

STABILO power felt pen Medium Multicolour 24 pc(s):

The fibre-tip pen for all children who sometimes forget to replace the cap.

- Fibre-tip pen with rich color application.
- Extremely long cap-off time: up to 5 weeks without drying out.
- The ideal solution to the heavy demands of the playroom.
- Washable ink, ventilated cap and a push-resistant tip.
- STABILO power: robust L-tip (line width approx. 2 mm).
STABILO power. Point type: Medium, Number of colours: 24 colours, Writing colours: Multicolour.
Package width: 13 mm, Package depth: 270 mm, Package height: 196 mm. Quantity per pack: 24 pc(s),
Package type: Cardboard box

  

Features

Point type Medium
Number of colours 24 colours
Writing colours Multicolour
Tip type Bullet tip
Line width 2 mm
Product colour Multicolour
Housing shape Round
Housing material Polypropylene (PP)
Easy washed off inks
Anti-suffocation cap
Cap off ink
Ventilated cap
Country of origin Czech Republic
Easy to apply
Fast drying

Features

Recommended age (min) 6 yr(s)
Recommended gender Boy/Girl

Weight & dimensions

Package width 13 mm
Package depth 270 mm
Package height 196 mm
Package weight 206 g

Packaging content

Quantity per pack 24 pc(s)
Package type Cardboard box

Logistics data

Customs product code (TARIC) 96082000

Safety warning

Not for children 0-3 years

Technical details

Sustainability certificates CE, UKCA
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